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premiums, Its seat was fixed in Dublin, None the less,
the trade continued to develop in Ulster and in Ulster
only: and its development was associated with the
rise of Belfast.
From the twelfth century onwards, Carrickfergus on
Belfast Lough had been a great stronghold of English
power : Belfast was scarcely a name : but gradually
a village grew at the crossing-place of the Lagan river,
where it reaches the tideway: it became a market to
which the weavers brought in their rolls of unbleached
web, and in 1754 a Brown Linen Hall was built there.
The town had in 1757 only 8,000 inhabitants. While
the woollen trade was being slowly killed out, linen
industry multiplied and Belfast gained importance :
in 1783 a White Linen Hall, or mart for the finished
fabric, was established to avoid the necessity of
carrying all the stuff to Dublin. About the same
time the town became a port. Up till then Carrick-
fergus, built on a rocky projection, had been the harbour
for the North-east: but it had poor shelter and con-
fined space, while at Belfast there was the channel
of the Lagan, This was, however, only a muddy and
shallow creek. If port there was to be, it must be
made; and it was made.
But the decisive fact in Ulster's history did not
come till much later. When steam power began to
be applied, it was used first in Ireland for cotton
spinning. Belfast led in this, but there was strong
jcompetition in the area about Dublin. The Irish
Parliament, having from 1780 onwards power to
protect its industries, used it, and cotton spinning
rapidly grew till it rivalled the linen trade, which
throughout all this time was woven everywhere in
the homes of peasants, on hand looms. The develop-
ment of cotton-mills was no way confined to Ulster.
After the Union, when the remnant of protective
duties was withdrawn in 1820 by the British Parlia-
ment, Manchester undersold the Irish cotton-firms.
The linen industry did not suffer from this competition,

